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Abstract

Bacterial microcompartments (BMCs) are organelles that segregate segments of metabolic pathways that are incompatible with the surrounding metabolism. These metabolic modules consist entirely of protein, thus they are directly genetically encoded organelles. The BMC membrane is composed of families of proteins that oligomerize into pentagonal and hexagonal building blocks, typically perforated by pores, that tile into a polyhedral shell. The shell protein families are structurally homologous, with the function of the BMC determined by the encapsulated enzymes and the permeability properties of the constituent shell proteins. BMCs can be identified bioinformatically by locating genes encoding shell proteins, which are generally found proximal to those for the encapsulated enzymes. We here performed a large-scale sequence-based analysis of all shell proteins across the bacterial tree of life. With recent advances in genome-resolved metagenomics and the emphasis on “microbial dark matter”, many new genome sequences from diverse and obscure bacterial species clades have become available. We find that locus-specific designations of shell proteins should be supplanted, because higher level patterns of co-occurrence are evident. Moreover, the number of identifiable BMC loci has increased twenty-fold since the last comprehensive census of 2014. While we can assign many to bioinformatically characterized loci, the addition of new types uncovered in this study doubles the number of distinct BMC types described. In addition, we predict several new functional types that expand the range of catalysis encapsulated in BMCs, an intriguing example is an organelle for the degradation of an aromatic substrate, compartmentalized in an unusually simple shell, with potential for bioremediation. Our comprehensive survey of bacterial metabolic organelles underscores that there is compartmentalized dark biochemistry yet to be discovered through genome sequencing. The finding of up to six distinct BMC loci in a single genome underscores the role of BMCs in conferring metabolic flexibility and provides new insights into how certain clades have adapted to or even dominate, as in dysbiosis, an environmental niche. Our catalog provides a rich substrate for downstream experimental characterization of these metabolic modules and broadens the foundation for the development of BMC-based nanoarchitectures for biomedical and bioengineering applications.
Main

Bacterial microcompartments (BMCs) are the functional analogue of the membrane-bound organelles of eukaryotic cells. A modular shell comprised of protein surrounds an enzymatically active core, with the shell functioning as a semipermeable membrane for substrates and products (Figure 1a). BMCs were discovered by electron microscopy as polyhedral structures in Cyanobacteria [1]. Carboxysomes enhance CO₂ fixation [2] in all cyanobacteria and some chemoautotrophs by encapsulating RuBisCO together with carbonic anhydrase (CA) to concentrate the substrate CO₂ (Figure 1b, top). Much later, similar structures were observed in heterotrophs, however only when grown in the presence of the substrate of those BMCs, ethanolamine or propanediol [3]. DNA sequencing confirmed that the shell proteins of those BMCs are similar to those of the carboxysomes, a fact that has enabled finding a multitude of BMCs with the advent of genomic sequencing [4,5]. The majority of BMCs are catabolic and are known as metabolosomes. Many diverse types share a common core chemistry of a signature enzyme, that generates an aldehyde, an ubiquitous pfam00171 aldehyde dehydrogenase (AldDh) to oxidize it as well as a phosphotransacetylase (PTAC) to generate an acyl-phosphate and an alcohol dehydrogenase (AlcDh) for cofactor regeneration (Figure 1b, bottom) [6]. Targeting of enzymes into the lumen of many BMCs, including the beta-carboxysome [7], typically proceeds via encapsulation peptides (EPs), which consist of a ~15-20 amino acid amphipathic alpha-helix that is connected to the N- or C-termini of cargo proteins via a flexible linker [8].

BMCs have a polyhedral, often icosahedral shape and are about 40-200 nm in diameter [9]. Structures of model shells confirmed icosahedral symmetry with pentagons occupying 12 vertices and hexagons forming the facets [10-13] (Figure 1a). The pentagons (BMC-P) are formed by five subunits of the pfam03319 fold and have the shape of a truncated pyramid [14] (Supplementary Fig. 1a). BMC-H proteins contain the pfam00936 domain and form almost perfect hexagons and with a concave and convex side [15] (Supplementary Fig. 1b). A hexamer-forming subtype also exists, denoted BMC-H⁰ for permutation, because the order of secondary structure elements has been circularly permuted within the primary structure, with two elements translocated from the C- to the N-terminus (Supplementary Fig. 1e). The facets of shells also contain BMC-T proteins, which are genetic fusions of two pfam00936 domains that form trimers that in size and shape resemble the hexamers. In addition to the standard trimer form, BMC-T¹ there is a permuted variant BMC-T⁰, in which the secondary structure elements each pfam00936 domain are reordered as in BMC-H⁰. There another permuted variant in which two trimers dimerize across their concave faces to form an interior chamber (BMC-Tdp) (Supplementary Fig. 1c,d,f). The pores in BMC-Tdp trimers are relatively large (14 Å in diameter), gated by conformational changes in the surrounding sidechains and are predicted to the conduits for larger metabolites [16].

Both pfam03319 and pfam00936 protein folds are unique to BMCs and are often encoded together with their cargo proteins in chromosomal loci. This enables predicting and cataloguing of BMC loci within genomic databases. In this study, we have compiled a database of more than 7000 BMC loci that cluster into 68 BMC types or subtypes. In 2014, a comprehensive bioinformatic survey identified 23 types/subtypes of BMC loci across 23 phyla. Now, with the development of culture-independent methods for sampling, we detect BMC loci in 45 phyla across the bacterial Kingdom. We identify 29 new functional
types of BMCS. A phylogenomic analysis of these shell protein data reveals their supra-functional relationships. Collectively our results show that the known BMC functional diversity and distribution at the phylum level has essentially doubled in the last six years and foregrounds the widespread occurrence of bacterial organelles in microbial dark matter.

Results

BMC shell protein and locus analysis

We hypothesized that BMC diversity has greatly expanded since the previous survey (2014) due to expanded genome sequencing of microbial diversity. We compiled and curated an in-house dataset of all putative BMC loci based on the UniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB). After retrieving all available BMC shell protein sequences from data available as recently as March 2020, we compiled the sequences for neighboring genes encoded within 12 ORFs from any shell gene. Contiguous genes were classified as a “main locus” when they contained at least one BMC-H and one BMC-P gene, to distinguish from “satellite loci” [4]. Satellite loci were combined with the main locus to form a consolidated locus for genomes containing only a single main locus (Figure 1c).

Because the previous survey of BMC loci [4] relied on pfam co-occurrence, many of the uncharacterized BMC loci were difficult to categorize because they contained few type-specific proteins other than the shell components (unlike the well-characterized PDU and EUT loci with around 20 total gene products; Figure 2a). We therefore sought to improve BMC type clustering by subclassifying all pfam00936 and pfam03319 shell proteins using a phylogenomic approach [17]. Trees were built for representative sequences from each of the six shell protein types: BMC-H, BMC-P, BMC-T, BMC-Tdp, BMC-Hp and BMC-Tsp (Figure 3). Subclades for each shell type were identified visually, usually containing a long internal stem, and were each assigned a unique color name chosen from the xkcd color survey (https://xkcd.com/color/rgb/), using names from related color families for adjacent subclades within each major clade (for high resolution trees with full annotations, see Supplementary Data: High resolution shell protein trees). The sequences comprising each of the colored subclades were then used to calculate a profile Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [18] for each color group and combined with HMMs derived from proteins common to BMC loci that were clustered by protein pfam information (Figure 4a). Decoupling the identity of a shell protein from a specific BMC type allowed us to make unbiased observations of shell proteins that are similar, despite being components of functionally distinct BMCS. We find that for many BMC loci, the component shell proteins are drawn from across the tree, revealing functional and evolutionary relationships.

The combination of detailed shell protein, enzyme and accessory protein HMMs allowed us to cluster loci into distinct BMC types and subtypes (Figure 4a, see Materials and Methods for details). For example the sugar-phosphate utilization (SPU loci), while generally containing similar components can be separated into seven distinct subgroups (Figure 4b). For the naming of the loci we adopted and expanded the nomenclature from Axen et al [4]. New BMCS were named either by a distinguishing feature such as predominant occurrence in a certain taxon of organisms (e.g. ACI for Acidobacteria) or the organism from which a model system was derived (e.g. HO for Haliangium ochraceum), or putative class of BMC substrate.
(e.g. ARO for aromatic substrate). In absence of any potentially defining feature, BMCs were classified under broad groupings such as Metabolosomes of unknown function (MUF), Metabolosomes with an incomplete core (MIC) or BMC of unknown function (BUF). MUF BMCs contain an AldDh and enzymes for cofactor recycling such as a phosphotransacetylase and/or alcohol dehydrogenase. MIC types contain an AldDh but enzymes for most of the other elements are either absent or not detectable by sequence homology. BUF types lack an AldDh and therefore do not fit into the general metabolosome core chemistry scheme (Figure 1b). In this analysis we have added 29 new major BMC types or subtypes as well as 10 new subtypes for several established loci (Figure 2a). Representative locus diagrams and a short description of the common components for a total of 68 types are listed in Supplementary Data: BMC types.

**Overview of BMC Distribution and Characteristics**

A shell protein HMM search against 64,495 isolate genomes in IMG (img.jgi.doe.gov) found hits in 21% of the sequenced genomes (April 2020). BMCs occur widely across the Bacterial domain (Figure 5), they are found in 45 different phyla, compared to 23 phyla from an analysis in 2014 [4]. Some BMCs are confined to a single phylum (e.g. ACI, ARO, BUF2) but most are found across multiple phyla (Figure 5). Certain phyla are enriched in BMC functional diversity, such as Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria and Firmicutes (Figure 5), reflecting the importance of metabolic flexibility in diverse niches.

A core enzyme of many functionally distinct metabolosomes (Figure 1b) is the AldDh (Figure 2a). A phylogenetic tree of representative sequences from each BMC type reveals that the AldDh is specific to BMC functional type (Figure 6). AldDh typically have an encapsulation peptide on either the N- and C-termini; strikingly the two major branches of the tree also are distinct in the location of the EP extensions (Figure 6); type I have EP at their C-terminus, type II at the N-terminus. From what is known about experimentally characterized BMC loci we can conclude that AldDh from BMCs with similar substrates cluster on the tree. Accordingly, the AldDh is valid marker for BMC type, and can therefore be used to identify potential substrates for unknown BMCs by looking at the closest AldDh homologues.

In addition to enzymes, BMC loci also contain genes for functions that support the expression and activity of the organelle like transcriptional regulators and membrane transporters for the substrate. Like AldDh, these gene products also can provide clues as to the function of a BMC, by comparison to non-BMC related homologues. For example, for one of the new BMC types that we identified here involves an aromatic substrate (ARO), a SWISS-MODEL search [19] with the protein sequence of the regulator reveals the top characterized hit as a regulator of catechol degradation, which is consistent with the enzymes found in that BMC locus (Supplementary Data: BMC types).

When comparing the shell protein inventories across the BMC types, both unexpected differences and new patterns emerge. On average, BMC loci contain 1.7 BMC-P, 2.2 BMC-H, 0.4 BMC-Hp, 0.5 BMC-T\(^+\), 0.4 BMC-Tsp and 0.3 BMC-T\(^D\). The distribution reveals that BMC-P most commonly occur singly or as three paralogs (Figure 2b). Correlating the BMC-P found in the loci that have three copies with their location on the BMC-P tree (Figure 3) we noticed that they follow a “BMC-P triplet” pattern: one member each from the grey and orange major clades and a third member from one of the other clades (Supplementary Fig.
(2). Many BMC loci also contain multiples of BMC-H (Figure 2a, b) and for a specific BMC type, those do not necessarily cluster together on a phylogenetic tree. A reason for this could be that the different paralogs fulfill a function that is shared across BMC types. The wide variety of different compositions of the BMC shell highlights its modular construction from building blocks that have the same size and shape, but different permselectivities.

**New and Expanded Variants of BMC loci**

One of the most prominent expanded BMC type is the SPU (sugar phosphate utilization) BMC (for example locus diagrams of all types, see Supplementary Data: BMC types), first noted in Axen et al [4] as a type with only eight representatives. We have now found more than 280 members and our clustering has identified seven distinct subtypes (Figure 4b, Supplementary Data: BMC types), distributed across 26 bacterial phyla (Figure 5), establishing it as one of the most prevalent BMC types. All SPU loci encode two sugar phosphate processing enzymes (pfam01791, pfam02502). The SPU subtypes are distinguished by the order of genes and presence of additional shell proteins like BMC-T and BMC-Tdp. The DeoC-type pfam01791 aldolase converts 2-deoxy-D-ribose to glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate and acetaldehyde that can then be processed by the AldDh to acetate. The AldDh of SPU6 is close to EUT3 and the other SPU types are on the same major branch as EUT1, which both process acetaldehyde (Figure 6). The pfam02502 is of the RpiB type [20] that isomerizes ribose-5-phosphate. Collectively, these data suggest potential function of this BMC type is metabolizing the products of DNA degradation, presumably from the ubiquitous detritus available in diverse environments.

The HO BMC from *Haliangium ochraceum* has been the primary model system for structural studies of the shell [10,12,21]. We have identified similar loci in 40 other genomes but its function remains enigmatic; the HO AldDh is most closely related to those of SPU5 and SPU7 (Figure 6), they have the characteristic BMC-P triplet, and share similar types of BMC-Tdp (Figure 3d). Some genomes containing the HO loci do have a pfam01791 sugar processing enzyme in a different genomic location that sometimes contains an EP-like N-terminal extension so it could possibly be part of the BMC, suggesting functional similarity similar function of HO types to SPU BMCs.

Another functional type that has substantially increased in membership are the PVMs [22]; in 2014 we found 7 representatives, this has increased to 285 in this dataset (Figure 2). This reflects the increased attention to Verrucomicrobia species for their role in the global carbon cycle as degraders of complex algal and bacterial cell wall polysaccharides [23,24]. For example, Lentimonas species devote 4% of their proteome to the degradation of fucoidan, the major cell wall polysaccharide of brown algae into fucose, which is catabolized in a BMC [24]. The PVM-like BMC that shares the PVM aldolase signature enzyme that processes sugar derivatives also gained 50 new members. Those numbers will likely increase with increased attention on sequencing bacteria that can degrade complex polysaccharides.

Our analysis discovered several completely new BMC types. One, the ARO BMC locus for its predicted aromatic substrate, is found in the Micromonosporales and Pseudonocardiales orders of Actinobacteria. This locus contains two pfam02900 ring-opening oxygenases and a set of enzymes related to the degradation of aromatic aldehyde compounds (Supplementary Data: BMC types). A possible initial
substrate is 2-aminophenol based on the assignment of related pfam00171 AldDh as aminomuconate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase. The ARO AldDh is an outlier on the metabolosome AldDh tree (Figure 6). It does not contain a detectable encapsulation peptide, unlike most other AldDhs. The ARO shell protein composition is among the simplest observed: consisting of one BMC-P and two distinct types of BMC-H. The three ARO shell proteins are all found in late-branching subclades that are strongly divergent from other shell proteins (Figure 3a,b), suggesting that the predicted catalysis of aromatic compounds has imposed a distinctive function on these shell proteins that is under evolutionary constraint.

Another major new type with 125 members, ACI, is found exclusively in Acidobacteria, primarily in only two of the 26 Subdivisions, Subdivision 4 and Subdivision 6; these are predominantly soil organisms. The locus contains a pfam00596 class II aldolase with a C-terminal EP, a hydroxyacid dehydrogenase (pfam00389/02826), a triplet of BMC-P proteins, at least one BMC-H and several proteins of unknown function (Supplementary Data: BMC types). The same aldolase is also observed in the PVM and GRM5 types that process L-fuculose and L-rhamnulose phosphate so a similar function is possible. However, its AldDh is unique and phylogenetically similar only to MIC3, another uncharacterized BMC type (Figure 6). It contains a C-terminal EP and is always found on a satellite locus along with a BMC-H shell protein.

We discovered several enigmatic new BMC types that lack a defined locus organization. These FRAG BMCs are composed of shell protein genes encoded by as many as six different genomic locations. One common feature of FRAG BMCs is the presence of a BMC-P triplet (Figure 3a). Most of these genes are remote from genes for known enzymes, although a few have proximal AldDh (Figure 6, Supplementary Data: BMC types), that map to uncharacterized AldDhs in different parts of the tree (Figure 6). FRAG BMCs are found in diverse organisms, including a large number of candidate phyla (Figure 5).

In addition to those described above, we have also found several more distinct BMC types of unknown function: BUF2, BUF3, GRM6, MIC2-7, MUF2 and MUF3 (Supplementary Data: BMC types). There is a large number of new metabolosome loci that encode a pfam00171 AldDh yet do not have an obvious signature enzyme that generates that aldehyde (ACI, FRAG1-7, HO, MIC2-7, MUF2-3; Figure 2). It is possible that certain enzymes do not co-occur with shell proteins in loci and are therefore difficult to find. Such a case has been recently found for an AlcDh in the PDU BMC of Acetobacterium woodii [25] and possibly for the HO BMC mentioned above. Assignment of function for all of those will have to come from biochemical studies of the organisms containing those types, for example as done for the identification of the fucose/rhamnose substrate for PVM type BMCs [22].

**BMC type co-occurrence and horizontal gene transfer**

About 80% of BMC-containing genomes encode only one locus, but a substantial number encode two (20%) or more (2%) loci. The most frequent co-occurring pair are the PDU and EUT loci (Supplementary Table 1), providing catabolism for ethanolamine and 1,2-propanediol. In Salmonella enterica, this combination has been shown to be regulated mutually exclusively to prevent formation of mixed BMCs [26]. Most of the genomes encoding three or more BMC types are combinations of EUT, PDU and GRM (Supplementary Table 2). The most extreme examples of the potential to form multiple metabolic organelles is the genome of the Firmicute Maldivibacter halophilus that contains six loci: two EUT2B and
one each of PDU1D, GRM1A, BUF1 and BUF3. This organism is found in anoxic hypersaline sediment [27].

All of the organisms with three or more BMC types are either Proteobacteria or Firmicutes, predominantly from the Enterobacterales or Clostridiales orders. The ability to form multiple functionally distinct BMCs would confer metabolic potential and flexibility; for example, the prevalence of multiple BMCs in the Firmicutes (Clostridiaceae, Ruminococcaceae) likely contributes to their potential for breakdown complex polysaccharides [28].

BMC loci are genetic modules, a compact organization of the structural, regulatory and ancillary components necessary for BMC function. As such, they are an ideal target for horizontal gene transfer (HGT). One example of a possibly recent HGT event involves a EUT2I locus in Oceanotoga teriensis, the only BMC instance in the Thermotoga phylum. About 13% of the proteome of this organism shares >30% sequence identity with BLAST hits against Firmicutes (img.jgi.doe.gov) so the BMC locus is likely part of large horizontal gene transfer from a Firmicute. The closest relative to the BMC in this organism according to locus scoring is a EUT2I from Clostridium scatologenes, indicating a potential origin.

In the case of RMM2 there are two phylum outliers, one in Epsilonproteobacteria and one in Candidatus Marinimicrobia (Supplementary Data: Locus diagrams). Both of them have phage integrase proteins (pfam13356 and pfam00589 domains) right next to the BMC locus, indicating a likely transfer via a phage vector.

**Satellite loci**

We define satellite loci (Figure 1c) as loci distal from the main locus and containing either shell proteins only, or a combination of shell proteins and enzymes. While some proteins found in satellite loci never occur in the main locus, others likely originated from a fission event of the main locus. Examples for the former are the carboxysomal CcmK3/4 proteins [29,30] and for the latter the satellite locus for type I HO BMCs that contains two BMC-P with an aldolase that are found in the main locus of type II HO BMCs (Supplementary Data: BMC types). We have found satellite loci in 18 different BMC types (with a threshold of >20% of the members that have satellites, Figure 2), highlighting their importance. The satellite locus of the β-carboxysome is one of the few to be experimentally characterized; the CcmK3/4 BMC-H proteins have been shown to form heterohexamers, and may serve as a means to regulate shell permeability under changing environmental conditions.

In HO, SPU3 and SPU6 BMC types the satellite loci resemble “EUT modules”, consisting of the ethanolamine degradation signature enzymes EutA/B/C and a EutL type BMC-T<sup>dp</sup> shell protein (Supplementary Fig. 3). Since those BMC types are not expected to primarily process ethanolamine this could represent a functional extension of the main BMC to use ethanolamine as an alternate substrate, with the BMC-T<sup>dp</sup> acting as a shell protein that facilitates entry and the EutA/B/C enzymes to process it. In the case of SPU6, there is even indication of integration of the satellite locus into the main locus, replacing the SPU type signature enzymes and the resulting locus is similar to EUT3 type loci (Supplementary Fig. 3). EUT3 is a new type of ethanolamine utilization BMC with an AldDh that is phylogenetically distinct from the ones from both EUT1 and EUT2 loci (Figure 6) and it contains a BMC-T<sup>dp</sup> shell protein, unlike any other known EUT type BMC (Figure 3d). Phylogenetic trees validate the link between the two locus types; they are on the same major branch of the AldDh tree (Figure 6) and shell proteins like the BMC-T<sup>dp</sup> are
also adjacent, with the members of the fused locus found at the base of the SPU6 part of the branch (Figure 3d), an example of how the expanded survey plausibly recounts evolutionary history.

Shell protein trees

From all the BMC loci we have collected more than 40,000 shell protein sequences. Almost 19,000 of them are unique, highlighting their diversity despite a common function to form BMC shells. Among them are 4900 BMC-P, 8000 BMC-H, 1550 BMC-H\(^p\), 1700 BMC-T\(^s\), 1600 BMC-T\(^p\) and 1000 BMC-T\(^dp\). A further reduced set of those was used to build phylogenetic trees that cover their diversity (Figure 3).

The BMC-P proteins resolve into five major clades: green, blue, purple, grey and orange (Figure 3a). Representatives of grey and orange clades always co-occur as two of three members of a BMC-P triplet. The third member of a given triplet varies across locus types, and is drawn from the green, blue or purple clades (Supplementary Fig. 2). The BMC-P proteins from these three clades frequently occur as the sole BMC-P gene in loci that lack BMC-P paralogs. The only exception is the alpha-carboxysomal CsoS4A and CsoS4B, BMC-P proteins that form a long stem of the purple clade; they always co-occur as pair. The presence of distinct BMC-P paralogs is unexpected because only 12 pentamers are needed to cap polyhedral structures and hints at additional functions of these. As opposed to the pfam00936 domains the BMC-P proteins are very homogeneous in length; there so far no observed instances of large extensions, domain duplication or permutation. Duplication and permutation are limited by a buried N-terminus and the most conserved region is the residues that have been observed to interact with BMC-H proteins, which is likely their primary function.

The defining, conserved primary structure of the BMC-H proteins, the pfam00936 domain is about 80 amino acids in length. However, extensions of up to 200 residues are observed, most frequently at the C-terminus. Each BMC locus type contains at least one BMC-H found close to the base of the tree (Figure 3b). We refer to these as “basal” BMC-H proteins, because they share sequence motifs including the highly conserved inter-hexamer interface residue motifs KAAN and (P/A)RPH of the facets [10]. In experimentally characterized shells, these basal hexamers are known to form the bulk of the BMC shell facets and likely conduct the largest portion of metabolites. We predict that they are interchangeable among functionally distinct BMCs, as has been shown for the PDU BMC [31] and for synthetic chimeric carboxysome shells [32]. The basal BMC-H sequences are also less likely to have C-terminal extensions, possibly reflecting constraints on their function as the major building block of the shell.

There are two major types of the permutated hexamer (BMC-H\(^p\),) the GrpU type that is predicted to contain an Fe-S cluster in the pore [33] and the EutS/PduU type that forms an unusual beta-barrel protruding from the convex side [34] (Figure 3e). These, as well as all other EutS/PduU homologues always co-occur with a pfam10662 type EutP/PduV type protein, which have been shown to interact in the PDU system [35] and are likely involved in BMC positioning in the cell [36]. We observe these pairs of proteins frequently in satellite loci, suggesting that a positioning function is separately regulated from main BMC locus.

Characterization of BMC-Tdp proteins has long been limited to carboxysomal members CcmP and CsoS1D, as the two metabolosome model systems, EUT1 and PDU1, lack these proteins. In our analysis, we find BMC-T\(^dp\) proteins in a large variety of BMC types (Figure 2, Figure 3d). The BMC-T\(^dp\) tree can be divided
into four major clades. The yellow clade contains members from the RMM1 and RMM2 BMC types. An unusual outlier is found at the base of the tree with homologs found in PDU1D loci from Proteobacteria and a single Acidobacterium; no other PDU type BMCs contain BMC-T^{dp} shell proteins. The blue major clade contains a variety of uncharacterized BMCs (MIC12/BUF23) as well as EUT3 and SPU6 members that are in adjacent clades. The largest number of sequences are found in two clades that can be characterized by the presence of carboxysomal members. The purple clade contains the alpha-carboxysomal CsoS1D and a number of CsoS1D-like proteins from mainly HO and SPU3 and SPU5 type loci. The green major clade contains the beta-carboxysomal CcmP as well as CcmP-like proteins from HO, MIC3, SPU2 and SPU3 type loci. The proximity of the BMC-T^{dp} of SPU to carboxysome ones indicates parallels with regard to the molecules that enter or leave the shell through these proteins. Sugar phosphates seem a likely candidate that both BMC types have in common, however BMC-T^{dp} from the other two major clades do not all share that type of substrate. It is possible that those BMCs have adopted the gated shell proteins for other purposes, such as large cofactors. Universally conserved across all types are the residues for the gating mechanism, indicating that this is a crucial function of the BMC-T^{dp}.

The BMC-T^{sp} type proteins form trimers that are structurally equivalent to hexamers in size and shape and likely evolved as tandem fusions of two BMC-H sequences. Phylogenetically there are three distinct groups, the beta-carboxysome exclusive CcmO, a cluster of sequences that appear to be recent fusions, and a large group of proteins related to PduT (Figure 3c). There is a second family of BMC-T^{sp} proteins that have permuted secondary structural elements. These BMC-T^{sp} proteins group into two distinct clusters related to EutL or PduB (Figure 3f) and there is a strong correlation between the verified or most likely substrates of the BMC type and the position of its BMC-T^{sp} on the tree.

The fine classification of shell proteins allows us to find links between BMC types that share an evolutionary history, such as the close link between EUT3 and SPU6 replicated in the similarities of their BMC-T^{dp}. Another example can be found in the long known PDU1AB and GRM4 types. The “colors” of all shell proteins of the GRM4 type are also found in PDU1AB (Supplementary Data: Locus diagrams). Comparison of the locus diagrams reveals the same gene order, with the PDU signature enzymes replaced by the GRM4 signature enzyme. Such a transformation without changing the shell proteins is facilitated in this case by the fact that both BMCs have the same propanediol substrate. This highlights the importance of the proteins that form the shell and suggests that finding the closest homologues from known BMCs, and the combination of color types, may be useful in predicting function in the absence of any information about the encapsulated enzymes.

As opposed to the enzymes found in BMCs, which have homologues that are not BMC-related, the shell proteins are found exclusively associated with BMC loci. Scoring a proteome with the collection of BMC-type specific shell protein HMMs allows for quick assessment of both the presence of BMCs and initial identification due to their specificity. We have used our shell protein HMMs to score data from 26,948 metagenomes in IMG/M [37] and found hits in 15,604; the total shell protein gene count adding up to more than 1.7M. Using the assumption that the co-occurrence of the type specific BMC-H and BMC-P colors are a good indication of the presence of a certain BMC type (or types that use the same or closely
related substrates), we can make initial predictions of the kinds of encapsulated metabolism to be found in a metagenome (Supplementary Fig. 4). The distribution of BMC types, such as the prominent occurrence of PVM and SPU, provides a diagnostic marker of the specialized metabolism required in diverse nutritional landscapes of environmental samples.

**Discussion**

We present here an updated inventory of bacterial microcompartment loci. The classification is important to identify variations on already characterized BMCs as well as discovering new types of BMCs, only some for which we can propose functions. Classification of BMCs is important to recognize their distribution, especially when BMC types occur across diverse phyla as observed here. Common factors like environment can then give clues as to what potential substrate uncharacterized BMCs process. As bacteria from more diverse environments are sequenced, we will likely find more types of BMC, as exemplified by the large expansion of the SPU type loci that consisted of only a handful of members in 2014 and is now represented by more than 280 loci across 26 bacterial phyla.

Our approach of a functional agnostic classification of shell proteins revealed interesting correlations across BMC types. A striking example is the presence of the three distinct BMC-P in many, mostly new, loci. For capping of the icosahedral shell, only 12 BMC-P pentamers are needed so having three different ones indicates an additional function for at least some of the paralogs. Possible functions could be during shell assembly or, if it is possible that pentamers are dynamically dissociating-reassociating from mature shells as has been suggested [38], they could have some sort of gating function. BMC-P proteins are also surprisingly specific to BMC type, which would not be expected from a pure structural function of capping polyhedral structures. Another shell protein type that has seen an expansion is the BMC-T type that is found in a variety of BMC types and will be an interesting target for engineering of BMCs due to its gating functionality. In the context of their color combinations, mosaicity of many BMC shells indicates a general compatibility of BMC shell proteins that allows combining shell protein parts from different BMC types for engineering of designed BMCs. The newly discovered BMC types expand the types of chemistry performed by BMCs and indicate that there are possibly more, yet undiscovered types. The wide distribution of BMCs we observe here indicates that they play an important role for bacteria that allows them to succeed in otherwise inaccessible environments.
Figure 1. Generalized BMC structure, function and chromosomal organization of component genes. **a**, Overview of a BMC shell and types of protein components. **b**, Simplified reactions of anabolic and catabolic BMCs. CA: carbonic anhydrase, RuBP: ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate, 3-PGA: 3-phosphoglycerate, AlcDh: alcohol dehydrogenase, AldDh: aldehyde dehydrogenase, PTAC: phosphotransacylase, CoA: coenzyme A. **c**, Typical BMC locus consisting of genes for shell proteins, enzymes, regulators and ancillary proteins such as cell membrane transporters for substrates; collected genome fragments for analysis ranges from 12 genes before the first shell protein to 12 genes after the last shell protein encoded in the locus. The combination of main and satellite locus is termed a consolidated BMC locus.
Figure 2. Overview of BMC types and shell protein content. **a**, Table of number of loci for each BMC type in this study and Axen et al, AlldH occurrence, prevalence of satellite loci, average number of genes in the locus, number of observed phyla and number of each type of shell protein. Major new BMC types or subtypes identified in this study in bold. The asterisk denotes the name change of EUT3 in Axen et al. to EUT2K because this analysis indicates EUT2K is not a major new type. **b**, Numbers of each type of shell protein across BMC types.
Figure 3. Phylogenetic maximum likelihood trees for the six types of shell protein: a, BMC-P, b, BMC-H with region of basal hexamers encompassed by gray shading, c, BMC-T, d, BMC-Tdp, e, BMC-Hp and f, BMC-Tsp. Representative sequences were selected by removing redundancy. Full hi-resolution images of each tree with annotation labels for all terminal nodes as well as bootstrap values are available as Supplementary Data: High resolution shell protein trees. All caps labels refer to the predominantly associated locus with a certain BMC type, mixed case labels denote a specific, previously characterized protein found in that clade. Unrooted versions of the trees are shown in the top right corner of each panel.
Figure 4. BMC classification methodology and example. a, Flowchart of the methodology of BMC locus classification. b, Example of clustering by locus scoring, shown for all SPU types: Force directed layout (left) and MCL clustering result (right) shows consistency of the BMC type clusters.
Figure 5. Distribution of BMC types in 46 phyla throughout the Bacteria Kingdom. Phylogenetic tree representing all known and candidate taxonomic phyla was generated by aligning a set of 56 different marker proteins. Phyla lacking BMC loci shown in grey and different numbers of BMCs in blue.
Figure 6. Phylogenetic tree of pfam00171 aldehyde dehydrogenases from BMC loci. Sequence redundancy was reduced by limiting to 30 sequences per BMC type (based on percent identity). Three major groups were identified: type I, which is dominated by EUT2, belongs to IPR013357, and contains a C-terminal EP (left); the ARO type outlier clade; and type II, which belongs to IPR012408, contains an N-terminal EP, and contains a larger diversity of BMC types, including all PDUs. Branch lengths are scaled by the number of substitutions per site. Bootstrap values for important nodes are represented as black squares (above 50%). GRM1A and GRM1B loci contain a putatively inactive second copy (marked with a - superscript). EUT2B AldDh marked with an asterisk are found in different basal locations.
Materials and Methods

Locus identification, clustering and HMM generation

The complete Uniprot database was searched with shell protein pfams (PF03319 and PF00936), InterPro domain identifiers (IPR000249, IPR004992, IPR009193, IPR009307, IPR013501, IPR014076, IPR014077, IPR020808, IPR030983, IPR030984), PROSITE identifier PS01139, and SMART ID SM0877, accessed as recently as March 2020. Adjacent proteins based on the numerical suffix were then obtained by downloading gene entries within 12 loci of the extracted gene identifier. Pfam tags were extracted from the uniprot annotations for initial HMM generation from proteins of the same pfam. HMMs were generated by aligning the sequences with clustalw 2.1 [39], trimming with trimAl 1.2rev59 with parameters -gt 0.6 -cons 30 -w 3 [40] and HMMs built with hmmbuild from the HMMER package version 3.1b2 [41]. Analogously aligned and trimmed sequences were used to construct the maximum likelihood AldDh tree with 30 redundancy reduced sequences for each BMC type using RAxML-NG with the WAG substitution model (v0.6.0, [42]). HMMs were calculated analogously for distinct shell proteins (see shell protein section below) and we then scored every locus protein against this combined HMM library, allowing us to represent each consolidated BMC locus as a string of identifier elements derived from the best-scoring HMM for each protein. To cluster the BMC loci and identify BMC types, we calculated a pairwise correlation scores across all loci. Pairwise locus-locus scores were calculated amongst all loci using a python script based on the sum of two values: the total number of HMMs found in both loci; and the length of the longest sequence of consecutive HMM matches, multiplied by a weighting factor of 10. Data was then imported in Cytoscape 3.7.2 [43] to visualize the locus clustering. See Supplementary Fig. 5 for an all-vs-all BMC types visualization. Clusters were manually matched to known BMC types and unknown types were assigned new identifiers. In a second round the proteins that were not assigned a pfam in Uniprot and did not match another protein in the HMM library were collected and the whole set was then clustered with MMseqs2 (mmseqs easy-cluster [44]). The clusters were then manually inspected and promising candidates were selected based on occurrence within a specific BMC type, distance to shell proteins and direction of translation. The clusters were then analyzed and HMMs were generated from those proteins to identify them in the locus analysis (for HMMs see Supplementary Data: HMM library).

Locus visualization

The HMM library was then used to score each BMC type separately to generate type-specific HMMs using only the sequence from one type. This type-specific HMM was then used to score loci with hmmsearch and locus data was visualized using a python script (Supplementary Data: Locus diagrams). The directionality of the gene coding for the proteins is shown as an arrow. While this data is not present in Uniprot files it can be determined by extracting the EMBL database identifier and parsing a corresponding DNA file downloaded through the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA). To determine the presence of encapsulation peptides (EPs) we collected sequences of known proteins with EPs and used the EP portion to generate HMMs. A separate HMM was generated for each BMC locus type and protein family. The combined HMM library was then used to identify potential encapsulation peptides. Despite the low sequence conservation and short length of EPs, this method is quite sensitive; however, manual inspection of the results is still necessary.
Shell protein phylogenies

An initial set of 6408 BMC-P was made non-redundant to 70% identity using the usearch –cluster_fast algorithm (v.11.0,[45]), resulting in a set of 1183 unique sequences. An initial alignment with muscle [46] was manually edited upon visual inspection with Jalview ([47] to prune fragments and problematic sequences likely arising from genome sequencing or gene modeling errors. Sequences were then realigned using MAFFT-linsi [48] and uninformative columns were removed with BMGE (-h 0.8 –g 0.05) [49]. ModelTest-NG [50] was used to determine the best-scoring substitution model, LG4M, which was then used to construct a maximum likelihood tree using RAxML-NG (v0.6.0, [42]). A similar approach was used to collapse the redundancy of BMC-H proteins (95% identity), BMC-Hp: (95%), BMC-Ts (90%), BMC-Tdp (90%), BMC-Tsp (90%). Trees were examined using Archaeopteryx (www.phylosoft.org/archaeopteryx) and significant clades were manually identified based on a general criterion of having a long internal stem, and were assigned unique color names from the XKCD color survey (https://xkcd.com/color/rgb/) and colored with their corresponding RGB hexcodes, selecting similar colors for nearby clades. The sequences from each color-based clade were then subdivided by the initial BMC locus type assignments and used to generate subtype-specific HMMs for scoring the entire BMC dataset. The phylogenies were later re-examined with later iterations of locus type assignments and annotated for functional correspondences to the clades or sub clans (Figure 3). Vector-quality images of the six phylogenies are provided as supplementary material with sequence identifiers and color assignments provided, for legibility upon manual zoom in a PDF reader (Supplementary Data: High resolution shell protein trees).

Tree of bacterial phyla

A set of 56 universal single-copy marker proteins [51,52] was used to build a phylogenetic tree for the domain Bacteria based on a representative dataset that included one genome for each bacterial order present in the IMG/M database [37,53]; accessed March 2020). Marker proteins were identified with hmmsearch (version 3.1b2) using a specific HMM for each marker. Genomes lacking a substantial proportion of marker proteins (more than 26) or which had additional copies of more than five single-copy markers were removed from the dataset. For each marker, proteins were extracted, alignments built with MAFFT-linsi (v7.294b, [54]) and subsequently trimmed with BMGE (v1.12, [49]) using BLOSUM30. Single protein alignments were then concatenated resulting in an alignment of 10,755 sites. Maximum likelihood phylogenies were inferred with FastTree2 [55] using the options: -spr 4 -mlacc 2 -slownni -wag. The phylogenetic tree was pruned to keep only one representative genome for each phylum and then visualized using the ete3 package [56].
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